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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. Use of

scientific calculator is permitted.
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Unit I

1. Name the different types of wind tunnels based

on speed. Distinguish between open circuit

and closed circuit wind tunnels with the help

of neat labelled sketch. 15

2. What factors are considered during the

design of the following in case of low speed

wind tunnel : 5×3

(i) Intake Section

(ii) Test Section

(iii) Diffuser Section ?

Unit II

3. (a) What do you mean by Calibration ? How

calibration of subsonic wind tunnel is

carried out ? 2,5

(b) What are various flow visualization

techniques ? Explain briefly any two flow

visualization techniques. 2,6

4. What do you mean by wind tunnel balances ?

Distinguish between internal and external

balance what factors affect the design of wind

tunnel balances ? 4,6,5

Unit III

5. Write notes on the following : 8,7

(i) Method of images

(ii) Buoyancy Correction.

6. What do you mean by solid blockage ? What

are 2-D and 3-D corrections and how they are

carried ? 3,12

Unit IV

7. Explain the various non-aeronautical uses of

wind tunnel. Can we test truck or bus in a

wind tunnel ? Give explanation for your

answer. 15

8. Write notes on the following : 8,7

(i) Low Reynolds's number wind tunnels

(ii) Pollution testing in wind tunnels.
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